The Company
As a pioneer for cognitive measure
ment systems in autonomous processes, QASS is an expert when it comes
to automated evaluation of process
operations in the industry.

Long-standing customers such as
BMW, Daimler, Ford, Harley-Davidson,
MAN, Bosch, Hyundai, Samsung - just
to name a few - put their trust in our
outstanding technology.

QASS is the leading specialist in crack
detection, process optimization and
component testing in addition to
machine and tool monitoring in real-time, destruction-free and
100%-in-process.

Sales and service partners are located
in China, South Korea, Japan as well as
in North- and South America.
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Problem
Until now, hardness has been tested destructively and only on samples.
A component‘s surface can seem flawless after it has been worked on, but in
truth it shows different values for hardness and tensile strength. This makes the
component prone to surface damage.

Idea
When a component is exposed to a magnetioc field, its magnetic properties
change. This effect is called „Barkhausen effect“. The change depends on the
condition of the component. When you test the properties, a conclusion can be
drawn regarding the condition of the surface.

Solution
QASS µmagnetic tests hardness non-destructively and with 100% certainty. The
system magnetizes the components and measures in real-time how the magnetic
properties change. With these changes the software evaluates automatically how
the structure of the component has changed.

Non-Destructive
Hardness Testing
Contactless, in real-time, 100%,
in process, in-line, end-of-line

QASS µmagnetic - Quality Monitoring System

QASS µmagnetic - How It Works

•
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Non-destructively
Quality control in-process
In real-time
Contactless
Checking the quality of primary
materials
• End-of-line testing of products and
components (with certification
report)

QASS µmagnetic is using the physical
effect named “Barkhausen effect”. This
effect occurs when a magnetic field is
applied to a ferromagnetic component.
The component will not be evenly magnetized. Microstructures, the so called
„magnetic domains“, are mircromagnets, that always change their magnetic orientation completely.

Check the surface texture of your
purchased material. Analyse the
condition of hardness of ferromagnetic
materials and components with QASS
µmagnetic – in Rockwell or Vickers
(the coating has to be calibrated with
a “normal” hardness measurement for
an exact determination of hardness), or
relative to an ideal condition that has
been preset. Test the inherent stress
condition and gain information about
the particle sizes. This way you prevent

Due to this, incredibly small, erratic
changes happen, which can be measured quickly. QASS µmagnetic evaluates
millions of these changes and can then
deduct information about the structure
and hardness of each measured area.
A purpose-built sensor detects these
magnetic jumps.

The QASS µmagnetic system is based on Optimizer4D (background). In the foreground there is the
µmagnetic-sensor (left) and as an example a component part a gear shaft (right).

working with defective or wrong materials that have been delivered. A mix-up
becomes basically impossible.

Wire Drawing
Test the quality of the delivered material while your machine is processing it.
The surface texture as well as the diameter can be analyzed. The magnetic
finger print of the material allows for evaluation of, up to, each micrometer
of wire. Depending on how thick the wire is, the whole product can be evaluated continuously. The penetration depth of QASS µmagnetic measuring
signals is variable. The delivered material, as well as the finished product, can
be evaluated in-process. The results are recorded.

Grinding & Turning
With QASS µmagnetic you can detect burning in your components, as soon
as it happens. The analysis happens in-process and contactless. During grinding and turning processes components can heat up immensely due to the
friction. During the cooling process zones can develop that differ in hardness
or white etching layers from the rest of the component. This makes the
component more prone to surface damage.

The stepwise growth of the materials
Different hardnesses correlate with different µmagnetic amplitudes. This three dimensional
magnetic strength gives us information picture produced by QASS-µmagnetic shows two changes of magnetic orientations and their micromagnetic counterpart. High amplitudes relate to the quick changes of the inner magnetic field.
about the crystalline structure and
about inner pressures and hardnesses.
Advantage: Analysis in three
sults are displayed live, in real-time. All
Verifiable: Structure of the
application options of QASS µmagnetic
dimensions
Different surface hardnesses of a mate- can be used in-process or afterwards
component‘s surface
QASS µmagnetic measures over an air
rial create different signal amplitudes.
on the finished component. Test your
gap, whereas the height changes the
QASS µmagnetic displays the
objects and material non-destructively
and contactless. How you can implement this in the process depends on
the available space and the process
control.
measuring value. It can be compensated by software. At the same time we
can use it to evaluate geometric properties and structures of the surfaces.
By adapting the frequencies of the
magnetic field we can control how
deep we test. With a frequency sweep
it is possible to fetch information
from several depths. The achievable
depths depend on the kind of material,
strength of the magnetic field and
testing time.

characteristics of the material. After the
calibration, the data gives information
about hardness values, which enable
the pattern recognition and other software tools to make a distinction between OK components and components
that have passed certain thresholds in
their surface condition.

Live Measurement

Measure the surface hardness and the
hardening depth. The measuring re-

Cognitive Measuring

QASS µmagnetic not only monitors
millions of sensor data per second,
the system also processes this data in
real-time. Cognitive measuring means
measuring that understands: adjusted
to your process, the system automatically recognizes when the manufacturing process exceeds tolerance
thresholds. QASS µmagnetic not only
collects data but analyses it by using
advanced algorithms.

